International day for social work

On the month of March every year Social workers, Arab Federation and international federations and the International Federation of Social Workers IFSW Celebrates the International day of Social work, rather than for the celebration is as much instill the values of community and professional work in the world.

On March international social work day, is the annual launch of social work, this is a concept that was found and developed for individual service and ease the suffering and pain of the people on the basis of professional, scientific and down to a decent life for individuals, groups and communities, and the development of social relationships among themselves in accordance with the social systems that respect the dignity and humanity of individuals, within the work of the rights and duties check in the highest degree of social system and economic justice.

Slogan for the International day for social work year 2016

Communities stand up.... To respect the dignity and rights of all

Social workers about humane include everyone

Presented by the International Federation of the his logo with the participation of a number of members of unions came the responsibility of the high professional ism, Since its establishment as a global organization has always looking to achieve social justice and human rights, social development, and also through the promotion of its members in the unions on a social work and devote all human values that preserve the human dignity and maintain their rights..

The challenges facing the world today, both in the circle in the Arab world war and resulted in the killing and displacement, destruction and so the flow of refugees to neighboring countries and the countries of
Europe and harassment, facing hardship harassment and the suffering of children and young people, the elderly and women, "which is an unforgettable memory in our minds. We as Palestinians particular where reinstated our memory for a long time and the migration and displacement details during the displacement of the Palestinian people in the year 1948."

Which brought a lot challenges and difficulties in the face of what resulted from these wars of destruction and the effects of facing human societies on more than one level, social, psychological, economic and cultural. It is total, complete change in the social, cultural and human concepts, and the effects of it on communities and culture structure and change all complex and intricate in the organization structure formal and informal state.

development of societies and their growth is not only to respect the dignity and rights of individuals and groups, on the basis that the individual and the family is the foundation in the hierarchical and cultural structure of society, is formed within as family vision of cultural, economic, and through equality between people and respect their rights

Communities’ development by respect the dignity and rights of everyone. Carries a message to all communities in order to stop in front of their responsibilities in respect the dignity and safeguarding the rights of individuals, and to respect his humanity, the continuous of these communities and advancement is measured this the day, but the extent of appreciation and respect for the human being

It is also a message to all social workers in the world to invite them to work hard to protect their communities and to promote joint action forces among all social workers skills, abilities and capabilities down to protect individuals from any damage that may catch up with them, in order to help them and relieve their suffering. We are inviting them to raise their voices about justice, dignity and freedom of humans.

social workers a face today major challenge, which is the refugee crisis and suffering, that requires them to immediately intervene towards helping them and restore the state of social and psychological balance them as much as possible, through putting pressure on their governments and to work with relevant institutions down to the work of the strategic plans and plans to protect and prevent them from risks and seeking to provide as much as possible as to avoid threats and risks.
These aches and pains can be recognized only social workers all the respect and the unlimited thanks for them

Together to better world dominated by freedom, justice and human values

Raed Amira

Palestine